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       Never tripping off the past, I would rather never mind 'em/'Cause only
fools trip over something that be behind 'em 
~Fabolous

Being broke is a joke, I never found it funny / That's why I count my
blessings / As much as I count my money... 
~Fabolous

You can spend your time Dreaming about Living or Living your Dream 
~Fabolous

It's okay to lose your pride over someone you love. Don't lose someone
you love though over your pride! 
~Fabolous

Money Is The Root Of All Evil I Thought....But When Im Broke Is
Usually When I Have The Evilest Thoughts 
~Fabolous

You can't spell believe without a lie in the middle. 
~Fabolous

Don't keep that money waiting, it get impatient. 
~Fabolous

Everything that I do, I try to put myself into it. 
~Fabolous

I like different shoes with different themes for different reasons. 
~Fabolous

I keep chicks in my lap, throwing me head fakes! 
~Fabolous
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I don't want to attach myself to everything. 
~Fabolous

Everybody's not always open to everything. People have biased
feelings about certain things, especially in the hip-hop world. The
hip-hop world hates homosexuality. 
~Fabolous

There's no New York rapper who's out that is competing with me
because first of all, I'm the best. 
~Fabolous

I've been around for almost 10 years in the game but somehow I still
look like I'm like on my second or third album or something. So it's good
cause it doesn't blow up my age. 
~Fabolous

Hypebeasts want shoes just to say other people don't have them. 
~Fabolous

Even though I am in the sneaker world, I am very diverse. 
~Fabolous

I try to do stuff that I'm more passionate about, more than just like being
all over the place doing different sneakers. 
~Fabolous

I definitely like sneakers and shopping at sneakers stores. 
~Fabolous

A lot of sneaker brands come to me, not even just designers. They
come to me with ideas trying to push different things, and I want it to be
stuff that I feel is organic. 
~Fabolous
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If you look at my closet, there's all kinds of shoes, but at the same time
I don't want to spread myself thin as far as designs and collabs. 
~Fabolous

I think the comfort of sneakers is really coming back. Everybody wants
a cool pair of shoes, but they want to be comfortable. 
~Fabolous
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